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ABSTRACT
Today’s powertrain engineering is faced with growing customer expectations regarding
noise and vibration (NVH) what requires the use of virtual development methods starting
already in early phases of the development process.
According to the design status progress the simulation model detailing is adapted and
stepwise increased. Starting with comparative simple rigid body models in the concept phase
decisions regarding engine global parameter like bore, stroke cylinder distance and positioning
of balancer shafts take into account also NVH design aspects. In parallel to the ongoing
fixation of design parameters the depth of simulation models is increased up to a virtual
prototype allowing for NVH prediction of the complete powertrain.
At FEV Motorentechnik a hybrid simulation approach based on Finite-Element (FE) and
Multi-Body simulation (MBS) was developed. By loading the full powertrain FE model with
the NVH relevant excitation forces out of MBS calculation the NVH response, i.e. noise and
vibration behavior, is predicted.
The powertrain airborne and structure-borne noise simulation can be combined with the
individual vehicle NVH transfer paths for prediction of interior noise. This method – called
Virtual Vehicle Interior Noise Simulation (V-VINS) allows for target-oriented powertrain
development with focus on excellent vehicle noise and vibration behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

The development of today’s powertrains is subject to a multitude of requirements. Diverse
targets such as high performance, low emissions, high comfort and quality as well as
packaging need to be accomplished in shorter time-to-market and at reduced costs. Especially
the noise and vibration behavior has become a key factor in customer quality perception, not
only in luxury class vehicles.
For an optimum NVH behavior its crucial to focus on noise and vibration already in the
concept phase of the powertrain development. Specific targets – e.g. natural frequencies,
vibration level and noise radiation – must be defined already in the beginning of the
development phase and continuously checked throughout the entire development process. The
consequent use of virtual development methods focusing on powertrain induced vehicle NVH
behavior is prerequisite for cost and time effective development avoiding NVH
troubleshooting during vehicle integration.
2

NVH DEVELOPMENT INTEGRATED IN POWERTRAIN DESIGN

According to FEV’s development strategy NVH simulation methods are integral parts of
the powertrain design process (Fig. 1). Calculation models, techniques and tasks are
continuously adapted and upgraded. Starting with comparable simple models, the complexity
of the models and the calculation procedures consecutively is increased with a full virtual
powertrain at the end. Thus, “in-time” NVH input with respect to design freezes and
consistent NVH support is guaranteed throughout the entire development process.

Fig. 1. NVH development integrated in powertrain design
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VIRTUAL TEST BENCH RUN OF THE TOTAL POWERTRAIN

After establishing of the powertrain concept based upon the consistent use of virtual
methods detailed design decisions must be made in the subsequent design phase. The design is
continuously examined for possible acoustic weaknesses especially with respect to critical
acoustic interactions between the individual powertrain components. Besides structural single
component optimization also NVH simulation of the complete powertrain has to be
performed, therefore. The NVH simulation of the total powertrain orientates to test bench
measurements and includes e.g. rev-up simulation. The “virtual NVH test bench run” at FEV
consists in a hybrid approach what means a combination of multi-body simulation (MBS) and
finite element method (FEM). Thus, allowing for precise calculation of the excitation
mechanisms as well as of the structure transfer behavior.
3.1

NVH Simulation Procedures

The calculation of the excitation mechanisms relevant to the vibration behavior (e.g. crank
and valve train) is carried out by Multi Body Simulation (MBS). The MBS model (Fig. 2,
LHS) includes rigid bodies connected by rigid or elastic couplings. The bodies represent the
masses and inertias of the individual components while the coupling-elements represent the
bearing properties such as the piston liner and the crankshaft journal main bearing. The plain
bearings are simulated by special sub-routines and incorporate the bearing reaction forces and
the interaction of the hydro-dynamic oil film with the crank shaft and the engine structure. For
consideration of the component structural dynamics, the crankshaft and the housing structures
are integrated as FE models in the MBS model. Thus, the dynamic effects due to structure
flexibilities (e.g. crankshaft bending and torsion, brackets natural vibration modes etc.) can be
calculated. The dynamic properties of the flexible structures are determined by FE
calculations and reduced by means of a special calculation to relatively few modal degrees of
freedom prior to the actual multi-body calculations [6]. Thus, appropriate calculation effort for
the multi-body simulation is realized.

Fig. 2. Adams/Engine simulation model with flexible crankshaft, valve train and gearbox shafts (LHS)
Finite-Element simulation model (RHS)
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In the subsequent Forced Response FE calculation the FE model (Fig 2, RHS) is loaded
with the bearing reaction forces. According to FEV’s strategy the FE calculations are
performed in time domain enabling entire speed rev-ups within one single calculation with
audible noises as result. Thus, various acoustic layouts and optimizations can be investigated
with regard to frequency behavior, overall level and sound quality. Aside from the evaluation
of the surface velocity, the airborne noise radiation can be calculated depending on the
application. The airborne noise calculation can be performed with varying degrees of detail –
from simple approaches with empirically determined radiation degrees up to sophisticated
calculations by boundary element method (BEM). This calculation methodology developed by
FEV has been used and verified successfully on numerous engines.
3.2

Simulation of Powertrain Structure-borne Noise

The accuracy of the powertrain NVH simulation method developed by FEV is
demonstrated by the comparison of simulation and test bench results. Fig. 3 shows the
comparison between measured and calculated acceleration amplitudes of a gearbox bracket.
The simulation results exhibit a high correlation with the measurements. The level dominating
natural vibrations as well as the dominating engine orders are represented correctly. In both
cases, highly conspicuous, engine-order excited resonances occur at 400, 600 and 800 Hz.

Fig. 3. Comparison simulation / measurement: Acceleration transmission bracket

3.3

Simulation of Powertrain Airborne Noise

The powertrain noise radiation is decisive for both, vehicle interior as well as pass-by
noise. Compared to structure-borne noise simulation, airborne noise simulation is significantly
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more sophisticated. Aside from complex reflection and direction properties, above all the
frequency-dependent radiation character of the surfaces is difficult to calculate. The airborne
noise radiation in this example was determined by a simplified procedure through estimation
of the radiation-loss factor [7] to ensure reasonable calculation time. However, for more
precise prediction of noise level and frequency content, the Boundary Element Method (BEM)
is used depending on the application. Fig. 4 represents the comparison of measured and
simulated (simplified procedure) powertrain noise radiation. The results show a very high
degree of correlation, i.e. good coincidence with regard to general frequency content and
decisive resonance effects.

Fig. 4. Comparison simulation / measurement: Engine front side noise radiation

3.4

Simulation of Vehicle Interior Noise

For efficient powertrain NVH development with regard to vehicle interior noise the P/T
noise and vibration – obtained by simulation or experiment – have to be coupled with the
vehicle airborne and structure-borne noise transfer functions. Thus, the effect of component
modifications onto interior noise and vibration comfort can be predicted. At FEV a vehicle
interior noise simulation method (VINS) was developed combining transfer properties of
vehicle body and powertrain structure-borne and airborne noise excitations. The procedure has
been proven in numerous projects and reported in several publications ([1], [2], [3] and [4]).
Fig. 5 shows a schematic depiction of the procedure with audible interior noise as the
result. For the airborne noise paths, in total six transfer functions according to every side of
the powertrain are determined and for the structure-borne noise paths the transfer functions for
every powertrain mount in all spatial directions are established. Through a phase-adjusted
addition of all powertrain noise and vibration shares with the related vehicle transfer
functions, the powertrain induced interior noise is synthesized. Due to its modular structure
the method allows for analysis and optimization of the individual powertrain noise sources
and related transfer paths.
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Fig. 5. Vehicle interior noise simulation (VINS)

The required powertrain excitations can be obtained by simulation or by experiment.
Subject of Fig. 6 is the comparison of vehicle interior noise simulation results obtained by the
“classical” VINS (P/T noise and vibration excitation established by NVH tests) and by Virtual
VINS (P/T excitation calculated by combined FEM/MBS simulation). Campell diagrams of
the interior noise of an engine rev-up at full load are depicted. Both diagrams show a similar
noise quality basically reflected by engine orders that dominate the sound impression as well
as by the level-determining resonance frequencies at 300, 480 and 700 Hz. The comparison
proves that the Virtual VINS represents a reliable tool for effective NVH development in
powertrain design phase prior a first prototype exists.

Fig. 6. Vehicle interior noise simulation: Comparison of ”classical” and Virtual VINS [5]
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SUMMARY

Virtual NVH development tools are prerequisite for cost and time effective powertrain
development with regard to excellent vehicle interior noise and vibration comfort representing
one of the major market acceptance key factors. The use of virtual NVH prototypes reduces
powertrain development time combined with significantly increased NVH quality of first
hardware prototype.
FEV’s Virtual VINS method – combining calculated P/T noise and vibration excitation and
vehicle transfer paths – allows for audible interior noise prediction even before the first
hardware prototype exists. Thus, the P/T design development is effectively supported with
regard to final product NVH quality, interior noise and vibration comfort respectively.
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